Fluorescent polymer nanoparticles for long-term labeling and tracking of living cells with any desired color code are developed. They are built from biodegradable PLGA polymer loaded with cyanine dyes (DiO, DiI and DiD) with the help of bulky fluorinated counterions, which minimize aggregation-caused quenching. At the single particle level these particles are ca 20-fold brighter than quantum dots of similar color. Due to their identical 40-nm size and surface properties, these nanoparticles are endocytosed equally well by living cells. Mixing nanoparticles of three colors in different proportions generates a homogeneous RGB barcode in cells, which is transmitted through many cell generations. Cell barcoding is validated on seven cell lines (HeLa, KB, 293T, CHO, RBL, U97 and D2A1), 13 color codes, and it enables simultaneous tracking of co-cultured barcoded cell populations for >2 weeks. It is also applied to studying competition among drug-treated cell populations. This technology enabled six-color imaging in vivo for (1) tracking xenografted cancer cells and (2) monitoring morphogenesis after microinjection in zebrafish embryos. In addition to a robust method of multi-color cell labeling and tracking, our work suggests that multiple functions can be co-localized inside cells by combining structurally close nanoparticles carrying different functions.
Introduction
The current trend in nanotechnology for biological applications is implementation of multiple functions within the same nanoparticle (NP). One should mention multimodal NP probes that enable simultaneous use of several imaging modalities, such as magnetic, X-ray and/or fluorescence. [1] Another example is co-encapsulation of a drug with an imaging agent, which enables developing highly promising tools for theranostics. [1b, 2] Finally, in optical imaging, which is currently undergoing remarkable growth, multiple colors are included within the same particles, thus providing them with unique color fingerprints (barcodes) for multiplex detection. [3] However, implementation of multiple functions within the same NP requires complicated synthetic protocols, which have to be revalidated for the whole system once a single function is changed, added, or removed. Moreover, these protocols do not always allow achieving high reproducibility of nanoparticle properties, so that the important challenges related to cost, effectiveness and toxicity of these NPs in the biomedical context are still to be addressed. [4] A totally different approach is to implement multiple functions separately into different NPs of practically identical characteristics, and then to combine them together to achieve a desired multifunctional effect in biological samples.
In this case, the similar size and surface properties of the NPs ensure their identical delivery in biological samples so that multiple functions of these NPs are co-localized. This approach could be realized within optical modality, where structurally close NPs of different colors, undergoing identical delivery into live cells, could generate any desired barcode for long-term cell tracking in vitro and in vivo, something that has not been realized to date.
Long-term fluorescence staining of living cells in multiple colors is of high importance for tracking different cell populations in vitro and in vivo, and in this way helps to address key questions in cancer research, cell differentiation, cell therapy, regenerative medicine, embryogenesis. [5] However, due to the relatively broad absorption and emission bands of organic dyes, fluorescent nanoparticles and fluorescent proteins standard fluorescent microscopy can distinguish only 4-5 individual colors. A recently proposed concept, named "Brainbow", [6] overcomes this problem by using RGB optical (color) coding, where a practically unlimited number of barcodes can be generated by co-expressing blue, green and red fluorescent proteins in a stochastic and thus unique combination. This method has been successfully used for visualizing neuronal networks in vitro and in vivo [7] and cellular organization and development in small animals, [8] and was recently proposed for stem cells [9] and cancer research. [10] However, color coding of living cells without their genetic modification is underexplored. To develop such a method, several fundamental problems have to be addressed: (i) long-term cell staining should be achieved; (ii) this implies that staining should be sufficiently bright despite multiple cellular divisions; (iii) the individual colors should be stable and well resolved, so that each color code and thus each cell population could be recognized even after several weeks; (iv) the staining should not produce toxic effects, especially in the view of long-term studies. Organic dyes, such as hydrophobic cyanine dyes (DiO, DiI, DiR and PKH family) and the specially designed CellTracker™ and CellTrace™ families (CFSE, CM-DiI, CMTMR, etc) can be used for long-term cell staining. [11] However, the staining generally remains for only about 3 days. [12] Moreover, no reports showed that these dyes could be used in combination to generate multiple colors, as it is done by Brainbow using fluorescent proteins. New possibilities emerge with fluorescent nanoparticles. [4b, 13] Recent reports described long-term staining using NPs based on aggregation induced emission of dyes, [14] although their application for RGB color coding has not been shown. Studies of color coding using nanoparticles were mainly focused on multiplex detection of biomolecules in solution. [15] The only attempts to barcode living cells using NPs were performed with quantum dots (QDs). [16] However, due to the stochastic nature of their internalization, [17] cell labeling by QDs of three different colors generated randomly distributed color codes within the same population of cells. [16b] At the moment, there is no method for exogenous cell labeling that can generate in a whole cell population a defined RGB barcode readable directly by fluorescence microscopy. One solution is to use fluorescent dye-loaded polymer nanoparticles (NPs), which attracted attention due to their extreme brightness (>10 brighter than QDs), color variability, biodegradability and low toxicity. [18] Significant efforts have been done to design multi-color dye-loaded polymer nanoparticles through encapsulation of multiple dyes within the same NPs, which ensures cascade FRET and multiband emission. [3a, 19] One of these systems was applied for RGB color coding, where two cell populations were distinguished without long-term measurements. [3a] Recently, we developed 40-nm polymer NPs based on the biodegradable polymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). [20] To achieve high dye loading with excellent brightness, we combined a hydrophobic cationic dye, octadecyl-rhodamine, with bulky fluorinated counterions. These NPs showed very fast internalization into cells by endocytosis, thus providing efficient cellular labeling. [20] We hypothesized that the counterion approach could be expanded to other cationic dyes, such as cyanines, so that we could generate NPs bearing three well-separated absorption/emission bands. Then, if these NPs are of similar size and surface properties, they may present identical internalization inside cells, so that their co-incubation with cells in different proportions could generate labeled cells of any desired color far beyond the commonly used three colors. Presently, we successfully realized this hypothesis, where the obtained ultrabright NPs of three different colors could label living cells with at least 13 different RGB barcodes. These color codes are transmitted through many cell generations, so that the cells could be tracked in culture for >2 weeks. In addition, we showed that such barcoded cells can be easily tracked in living animals such as zebrafish embryos.
Results

Preparation and characterization of nanoparticles.
To obtain fluorescent polymer NPs of small size, we used our recently developed protocol of charge-controlled nanoprecipitation, [20] [21] where a diluted solution of a polymer bearing one charged group per chain and a dye in an organic solvent is rapidly added into aqueous media. In case of PLGA, bearing one negatively charged carboxylate at the polymer terminus, NPs of 35-40 nm diameter can be obtained. To generate NPs of three distinct colors we selected cyanine dyes, which are known to exhibit sharp absorption and emission bands. For successful encapsulation inside polymer NPs, the dyes should be hydrophobic, so that they will co-precipitate together with the polymer. Hence, we selected cyanine derivatives bearing two octadecyl chains: DiO, DiI and DiD ( Figure. 1A) . The choice of the counterion was of high importance for obtaining small NPs. While the use of small inorganic counterion (e.g. chloride or perchlorate) led to a strong increase in NP size, using bulky hydrophobic tetraphenylborate counterions (F0, F5 and F12, Figure 1A ) led to a minimal dependence of the size of NPs on the dye loading ( Figure 1C , Supplementary Tables 1 and   2 ). The best results were obtained with the fluorinated counterions F5 and F12, showing that the super-hydrophobicity of fluorous compounds [22] plays a key role in efficient encapsulation of cationic dyes into polymer NPs. Increase in the dye loading produced a systematic decrease in the fluorescence quantum yield (QY) of NPs ( Figure 1D ) and broadening of absorption bands ( Figure   S1 -3), which are clearly related to aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) [23] . However, these unwanted effects were minimized by using the fluorinated counterions F5 and F12 ( Figure 1D , Figure S1 -3). The most efficient in this respect was the largest counterion F12, as the QY values were the highest for most of the formulations, notably in the case of Cy5, where F12 allowed obtaining QYs of 14 % even at 20 mM loading. Based on the obtained results we selected 20 mM loading of cyanine dyes with the F12 counterion and further characterized the obtained NPs in detail. Absorption spectra of these NPs presented maxima at 488, 553 and 651 nm (Figure 2A ), which corresponded well to those of DiO, DiI and DiD dyes in methanol ( Figure S1 -3) and matched the most common laser lines at 488, 561 and 640 nm. The emission bands were rather sharp for DiI-F12 and DiD-F12 dye loaded NPs (Figure 2A ), similar to those in methanol ( Figure S1 -3), which confirmed minimal aggregation of dyes at this high loading. Despite a broader emission spectrum of DiO-F12 NPs, it is clear that, using appropriate excitation wavelengths and emission filters, it would be possible to detect each of these three types of NPs, without cross-talk in the detection (Figure 2A ). Electron microscopy revealed that, independently of the loaded dye, NPs displayed the same size and spherical structure ( Figure   2B ,C). Moreover, the dye-loaded NPs showed practically the same zeta-potential of around -40 mV as the corresponding blank NPs ( Figure 2B ). Therefore, we can conclude that encapsulation of dyes did not alter the surface properties of the NPs. Thus, we obtained fluorescent NPs of three different colors presenting the same size and surface properties. In wide-field fluorescence microscopy all three types of NPs appeared as bright fluorescent dots ( Figure 2D ). Remarkably, the brightness of DiI-F12 NPs was 22-fold larger than that of QDs of similar color (QD585, Figure 2E ). 
Cell labeling by NPs.
For labeling, the cells were incubated with NPs for 3 h at 37°C, followed by rinsing and transfer to chambered microscope slides. Then, the cells were imaged using three excitation/detection channels (displayed in blue, green, and red) corresponding to the DiO-F12, DiI-F12, and DiI-F12 NPs, using similar laser powers and detection sensitivities. In order to delimit the cells, they were additionally stained with the violet membrane probe F2N12SM [24] (displayed in grey). In total, we tested our NPs on six cell lines: HeLa (studied the most extensively), KB, 293T, U87, RBL and CHO. Moreover, the signal from the labeled cells was observed only in the corresponding blue, green or red channel ( Figure 3A ), indicating minimal cross-talk of the channels. Finally, analysis of fluorescence images revealed similar intensities of the cells labeled with all three types of NPs ( Figure S6 ). Flow cytometry analysis confirmed the observed similar staining of cells by NPs of different colors and showed that practically all cells were labeled ( Figure S7 ). These results suggest that internalization of NPs is independent of the encapsulated dyes, in agreement with invariant sizes and surface properties of these NPs.
A closer look in the case of KB and HeLa cells ( Figure 3B ,C), revealed that after 24 h the NPs were mainly located in the perinuclear regions in form of bright spots. This is in agreement with an endosomal entry of these NPs, as we have shown earlier for the same type of PLGA NPs loaded with a rhodamine dye. [20] The observed high contrast between the perinuclear regions and the rest of the cells suggested minimal dye leaching from NPs even after 24h of incubation. By contrast, when NPs were loaded with DiO perchlorate (i.e. without hydrophobic counterion), the images showed a diffuse fluorescence throughout the cell, probably due to leaching of the poorly encapsulated dye from the NPs ( Figure S8 ). Figure S10 ).
Increasing the particle concentration to 0.45 and 1.5 nM (corresponding to 0.006 and 0.02 g/L of polymer), led to an increase in the labeling intensity ( Figure S11A ), corresponding to 23000 and 45000 NPs per cell.
Finally, according to MTT assays, the NPs did not show significant cytotoxicity after 72h of incubation with HeLa cells at concentrations more than 10 times those used for labeling ( Figure   S12 ). Thus, our NPs can internalize equally well into all cells, independently of the encapsulated dye and display minimal crosstalk between the RGB channels, high stability and low toxicity over extended periods of culture.
RGB barcoding of living cells.
The described unique properties of our NPs gave the possibility to label cells by a variety of color codes simply by incubating the cells with different mixtures of these NPs (Figure 4 ). For example, to achieve an orange labeling, we mixed DiI-F12 NPs and DiD-F12 NPs in a 0.25 to 0.75 ratio in Opti-MEM, followed by incubation for 3h. After 24 h of culture the labeled cells showed an intensity of the DiD channel about three times that of the DiI channel, and negligible signal in the DiO channel ( Figure 4B ), so that the merged images yielded an orange color for all the imaged cells. Applying this procedure to different mixtures of NPs resulted in cell populations labeled homogeneously with 13 clearly distinguished colors ( Figure 4C ), while keeping all the instrumental and analysis setting identical. The colors of the individual cells were then analyzed quantitatively.
Owing to the perinuclear localization of the NPs, each labeled cell appeared as a separate region of high density of dots, which facilitated greatly an automated image analysis using an ImageJ macro (Supplementary file 1). The measured relative intensities of the three channels provided RGB barcodes for each cell, which were then represented in a ternary diagram of an RGB color triangle ( Figure 4D ). Analysis of over 2000 cells, showed 13 well-separated populations, which implies robust color coding of live cells by at least 13 different barcodes. It should be noted that incubation of cells with a simple mixture of dyes (DiI and DiD) without nanoparticles resulted rather heterogeneous color code ( Figure S13 ). The latter could be explained by very poor solubility of these dyes in water, so that the aggregates of these dyes in water do not provide as homogeneous cell staining as PLGA NPs loaded with these dyes. 
Transmission of RGB barcode to daughter cells.
When HeLa cells labeled with different colors were cultured separately for longer periods, the color of each cell population was preserved, so that 13 colors remained easily distinguishable at 4 days (lower part of Figure 4D ) and even at 8 days ( Figure S14 ) after labeling. However, the decrease in the intensity of the signal produced some displacement of the color codes towards the center of the color triangle ( Figure 4D ). The preservation of the colors of cell populations after such long periods requires the NPs of different colors to be transmitted to the daughter cells in equal proportions.
Indeed, in the observed cases of dividing cells ( Figure 4E and Figure S15 Consistently, the mean number of NPs per cell, as determined from microscopy, was 10500 after one day, 3300 after three days and 600 after seven days. Taking day one as the first cell generation, we could estimate that on day three and seven, we observed 2.7th and 5th generation of HeLa cells, which is a reasonable division rate (about 0.8 times per 24h).
Distinguishing mixed populations of cells by color.
When three cell populations labeled with NPs of different colors were mixed together, they could be easily distinguished after 1 day and even after 14 days of co-culture ( Figure 5A,B ). This result implied the cells did not exchange their internalized NPs and thus did not mix the colors. The color mixing was also not observed for higher NP concentration (0.45 nM), which enabled observation of distinct cell populations even after 19 days ( Figure S16 ). However, at the highest used concentration (1.5 nM) the color mixing was detectable already after 24h ( Figure S11B ), which shows the upper concentration limit of this method. Then, we mixed seven populations of barcoded cells and after 4 days all of them were easily distinguishable both visually ( Figure 5C ) and as distinct regions in the color triangle ( Figure S17 ), which should enable their automatized identification. Strikingly, our method also worked to distinguish 13 barcoded cell populations cocultured at least for 24h ( Figure S18 ).
We then applied our labeling method to barcode 6 different cell lines: HeLa, KB, embryonic kidney (293T), astrocytoma (U87), rat basophilic leucemia (RBL) and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells.
These cell lines were labeled with 6 different RGB barcodes and then either incubated separately or together by mixing in equal numbers for 24 h before imaging. Within the individual cell lines the applied barcode was identical in all imaged cells. In the mixture of cell lines, each cell type could be easily recognized by its color code as well as by its expected morphology ( Figure 5D , Figure S19 ). shown separately in the smaller images. Images are superpositions of the three NP channels with identical settings and of the membrane channel in gray. Scale bar is 100 µm.
Competition among mixed cell populations after drug treatment.
Finally, we used this method to distinguish the behavior of HeLa cells that underwent different doxorubicin treatments in direct competition for adhesion to the surface. Six populations of HeLa cells, where individual color corresponded to the level of doxorubicin treatment, were seeded in chambered microscope slides for 4 h and then imaged at different heights from the surface. ( Figure   S20 ). We found that non-treated cells in green had an approximately equal relative distribution throughout the three imaged z-planes. However, HeLa cells that had undergone a doxorubicin treatment at low concentration (magenta) were significantly more present close to the surface and showed a more surface-spread morphology. By contrast, those treated with intermediate concentrations (blue) were relatively more abundant further away from the surface and showed rather rounded shapes at the surface. Higher doxorubicin concentrations decreased significantly the cell fraction at all studied distances from the surface, probably because of fast cell death and aggregation ( Figure S21 ).
Multi-color tumor cell tracking in living animals.
We then applied our color-coding approach to the tracking of tumor cells (D2A1, murine mammary carcinoma cells) directly in a living animal. To this end, six cell populations of tumor cells were labeled by distinct RGB barcodes of our NPs ( Figure 6A ) and then injected in the duct of Cuvier of zebrafish embryos (2 days post-fertilization, 2 dpf) and imaged 3 hours post-injection (3 hpi). 
Single cells and clusters of injected tumor cells can be found in
Cell tracking in the developing embryo.
We further investigated the usefulness of our cell-labeling technology for developmental studies using zebrafish embryos. To do so, solutions of our NPs and NP mixtures were injected directly into the cytoplasm of distinct cells at the four-or eight-cell stage (Figure 7 ). Using this procedure the NPs distributed homogeneously throughout the cytoplasm of the injected cells ( Figure 7A,C) , which was clearly different from cell staining through endocytosis (Figure 3B,C) . After embryo development, populations of daughter cells of the same color code were observed for both 3 and 6 color staining protocols ( Figure 6B,D) . Again, even for the 6 color protocol, all colors could be readily identified, indicating minimal exchange of the NPs among the cells. These results showed that upon cell division the NPs were equally shared by the daughter cells, leading to a homogeneous, bright staining of all cells derived from a given cell during embryonic morphogenesis. Labelling with our NPs thus provides an easy way of tracing the distribution of cells throughout the whole embryo for several hours and this can be done for at least six cell populations simultaneously. 
Discussion and conclusions
For successful multi-color labeling of cells, we needed fluorescent NPs having three distinct absorption and emission colors, identical sizes and surface properties. To achieve this, we designed polymer NPs loaded with hydrophobic cyanine dyes, DiO, DiI and DiD, corresponding to the most frequently used laser lines. However, encapsulation of these cationic dyes with inorganic counterions (chloride or perchlorate) increased the size of the NPs, probably due to dye adsorption at the particle surface leading to neutralization of the particle negative charge, as we observed earlier with rhodamine derivatives. [20] Remarkably, when these counterions were replaced by bulky hydrophobic counterions, no influence of the dye loading on the size of the NPs was observed. In this case, more hydrophobic dye salts are expected to form, which are better integrated into NPs.
The identical size for different colors is a key advantage of our NPs compared to QDs, where color is directly linked to the size of the NPs. [25] Moreover, bulky counterions significantly decreased ACQ of cyanines. F12 performed particularly well, especially for the longest dye DiD, probably because it isolates better the dyes from direct -stacking. [26] The F12 counterion thus allowed obtaining QYs of 14 % for DiD at 20 mM loading, in contrast to only 2 % for DID 4chlorobenzenesulfonate [27] and for DiD chloride at the same loading. The use of bulky counterions is probably a generic approach to better encapsulate and prevent ACQ of cationic dyes in polymer NPs, as the concept works for both cyanines and octadecyl rhodamine B [20] . Importantly, single particle measurements suggest that obtained DiI-F12 NPs are ~20-fold brighter than QDs. Taking [20] suggest an endocytic pathway. As PLGA NPs biodegrade on the time scale of several months, [28] they remain entrapped inside lysosomes similarly to other NPs, [29] which enables their long-term imaging. Moreover, the perinuclear localization of the NPs facilitated greatly the automatic recognition of cells and the analysis of their color codes.
The simple incubation of cells with our NPs thus led to a bright, homogeneous and long-term labeling of virtually all cells of a given population, and this for all the six different cell types tested.
Owing to the same size and surface properties, NPs of three distinct colors exhibit similar internalization, so their mixing in different combinations enabled RGB coding of cells with at least 13 colors. Remarkably, each cell of the population received the same combination of RGB NPs and, therefore, the identical barcode. The behavior of our NPs is different from that reported for QDs, where stochastic combination of color codes was observed for cells within the same population. [16b] Importantly, the color code generated by our NPs can be transmitted through many generations of daughter cells. As every division decreases twice the number of NPs, the method can be used to track cell division, as it is done by the fluorescein-based probe CFSE, [30] but in our case multiple color codes can be used. Finally, multiple populations of cells bearing different RGB barcodes can be co-incubated together for weeks without signs of color mixing. Remarkably, the method works well even for a mixture of 13 barcoded cell populations, showing that it can be readily used to study complex multicellular systems. Although we did not test more than 13 barcodes, it is clear that the method could be further extended to a larger number of color codes.
The long-term color coding by NPs is suitable to study the organization and interactions of different cell types in complex co-cultures as was demonstrated on two examples. First, we showed that up to 6 different cell lines labeled with different colors could be readily distinguished in co-cultures.
Second, it enabled monitoring competition within six cell populations differently treated by doxorubicin. Our observations suggest that at very small doxorubicin concentrations, the capacity of the cells to adhere could be similar or even higher than that of non-treated cells, while higher concentrations of the drug inhibit cell adherence. This experiment not only shows the effect of drug on the cell behavior, but it may also reveal the heterogeneous nature of the cells in culture. [31] Indeed, whereas some fraction of the cells was killed by low concentrations (0.2 µM) of doxorubicin ( Figure S20 ), the surviving fraction showed excellent adhesion properties.
Understanding the reasons for this heterogeneity and distinct adhesion behaviors of the drug-treated cells is outside the scope of this work. However, we showed that it is a powerful method to study multiple cell populations in direct contact and competition and it enables new ways to test drugs, such as high-content screening. [32] The experiments performed in the zebrafish embryo showed that the new methodology of cell labeling allows also multiple applications in vivo. The first one relies on the fast and efficient fluorescent labeling of cells prior to transplantation in vivo to map up to 6 different cell populations and potentially track individual cells. Multi-color labeling of distinct populations of tumor cells should allow fine tracking of single population's behavior, where one could tune gene expression or metastatic abilities for example. Such a protocol should be of choice to study invasion and metastasis of pre-labeled tumor cells, and further assess drug resistance using intravital imaging. [33] Second, we showed that NPs can be used to directly label cells in vivo with at least 6 different colors to follow individual cells and cell populations during embryonic development. Intracellular injection of NPs at the early developmental stage proved to be suitable to explore cell behavior in morphogenetic processes in zebrafish embryos and should be useful in other species as well, especially those not amenable to genetic engineering. The high brightness of our NPs and their homogenous distribution in the cytosol after intracellular microinjection ensures high performance in terms of signal to noise ratio and spatial and temporal resolution in large 3D field of views.
Compared to RGB coding of cells by fluorescent proteins, as for instance realized by Brainbow [6] , our method, based on fluorescent NPs, presents several important features: i) It does not require genetic modification, ii) it is extremely easy, fast and can in principle operate in any cell type and the brightness of labeling can be tuned much easier compared to fluorescent proteins in rainbowtype animals. The fast labeling without genetic modification is particularly promising to study primary cell cultures. It is also important in early embryogenesis studies, where multiple division cycles take places within hours. [34] In our method, a given cell population bears an identical RGB barcode, whereas Brainbow labeling generates a variety of color codes within the same population.
Thus, these two methods are complementary. In the method presented here, cell division leads to a reduction of the number of NPs per cell, which ultimately limits the observation time in rapidly dividing cells (like HeLa). Nevertheless, by optimizing the NPs concentration we could detect labeled HeLa cells for at least 19 days. This is significantly longer than the one week labeling reported earlier for QDs, [5b] probably because our NPs are much brighter. Moreover, in contrast to the stochastic distribution of colors within the same labeled population using QDs, [16b] our approach generates a uniform color code within the same population stable throughout multiple generations.
Finally, our NP-based method is advantageous over direct cell labeling by dyes (1). Cell trackers work efficiently only for a few days. [12] Encapsulation of dyes inside NPs, on the other hand, prevents dye leakage from cells and prolongs staining for weeks. This feature minimizes the loss of staining and enables co-culture of multiple cell populations with different barcodes with minimized exchange of colors (2). It features homogeneous cell staining, while classical dyes, like DiD or CellVue® Claret (PKH type), provide rather heterogeneous cell staining because of their poor water solubility. [35] Therefore, as we observed in this work, simple mixing of two different dyes (DiI and DiD) does not generate a homogeneous color code within the same cell population. All these points probably explain why organic dyes have never been used to date to generate multiple color codes transmittable to daughter cells. The only examples are limited to color coding of fixed cells. [36] Thus, the proposed method of multi-color coding, being complementary to Brainbow, does not have analogues in literature and opens the way to a variety of applications related to long-term cell tracking in vitro and in vivo.
Finally, this work provides new insights for interfacing nanotechnology and biology. Rather than creating complex multimodal nanoparticles bearing simultaneously multiple functions, we propose to implement different functions/modalities (colors in our case) separately into "homologous" nanoparticles of identical size and surface properties. The latter ensure their identical delivery into live cells, where these NPs can then combine forces to perform sophisticated tasks.
Experimental section
Synthesis of dye salt: DiI-Cl and DiD-Cl were synthesized according to a previously described procedure [37] . Synthesis of all ion pairs of cyanine dyes with tetraphenyl borate counterions was done by ion exchange of corresponding dye chloride with a borate salt in dichloromethane followed by purification by column chromatography. The details are described in Supporting Information.
Preparation of fluorescent NPs: PLGA (lactide:glycolide, 1:1, mole:mole, Mn 24000) was dissolved at 2 mg ml -1 in acetonitrile containing different amounts of dye. These solutions were added quickly and under stirring (shaking) using a micropipette to a tenfold volume excess of 20 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. The particle solution was then quickly diluted fivefold with the same buffer. Cell labeling: For labeling, cells were seeded in 6 well plates at 200 000 cells/well (21 000 cells / cm²) or at 500 000 cells/well in 25 cm² cell culture flasks (20 000 cells / cm²). After letting the cells adhere for 18 h, the cell culture medium was removed and the cells were rinsed twice with optiMEM, followed by incubation with a freshly prepared solution of the NPs (0.15 nM in particles, 2.5 mL for 6 well plates, 10 mL for 25 cm² cell culture flasks). NP suspensions for cell labeling were prepared starting from stock solutions in 20 mM phosphate buffer at a pH of 7.4 with a particle concentration of 3 nM (0.04 g/L of polymer). Depending on the desired color the stock solutions were mixed in the needed proportions (e.g. DiO:DiI:DiD 1:0:0 for "blue", or 0.5:0.5:0 for "cyan") and diluted in optiMEM to a concentration of 0.15 nM (0.002 g/L of polymer). After 3 h of incubation the NP suspension was removed, the cells were rinsed first with optiMEM, then with PBS, and finally with the corresponding cell culture medium.
The resulting cells were then either cultured for longer periods, mixed, or transferred for imaging.
For transfer or mixing the wells were rinsed twice with PBS followed by incubation for 2 to 5 min with 0.4 mL of trypsin at 37°C, and collection of the detached cells in 3 mL of the corresponding medium. After centrifugation and redispersion in 1 to 5 mL of medium (depending on the obtained number of cells), the cells were counted. For mixing of different cell populations, equal numbers of cells were combined in a centrifugation tube and thoroughly mixed before further use (for example "blue", green", and "red" cells or HeLa, KB, and CHO cells). For imaging, the cells, after the desired labeling, mixing, and time of culture, were seeded in LabTek 8 well plates at 60 000 cells/well and left to adhere for at least 18 h.
Confocal microscopy: Fluorescence imaging of the cells in chambered microscope slides (LabTek or Ibidi 8 well plates) was performed on a Leica TSC SPE confocal microscope using either a 20x air objective or a 63x oil immersion objective. The different channels were recorded as follows: excitation 405 nm, emission recorded from 430 nm to 480 nm; excitation 488 nm, emission recorded from 495 nm to 560 nm; excitation 561 nm, emission recorded from 570 nm to 610 nm; excitation 635 nm, emission recorded from 650 nm to 750 nm. The power of the 405 nm laser was adjusted as needed. The power of the 488, 561, and 635 nm lasers was set either to 10 or to 20 % of the nominal power (same for all three) and the gain and offset were set to the same value for all three. Three successive sequences were recorded for each image.
Image analysis: Image analysis was performed using the Fiji software and, for data analysis, the R software. The three consecutive images were averaged for each channel. The intensity levels were set to the same levels for the three NP channels for all images presented here. An ImageJ macro was programmed to determine automatically the colors of the individual cells (macro code can be found in the Supporting information). Briefly, the macro combines the intensities from the three NP channels in a single gray scale image. This image is then used to detect the locations of the individual cells and so to create a mask, which allows measuring the intensities of the three channels for each individual cell. The intensities are then normalized to 1 in order to obtain the RGB barcode of each cell.
Tracking cancer cells in zebrafish embryos: Wild-type Golden zebrafish embryos (48 hours postfertilization (hpf)) were anesthetized in Danieau containing 650 µM tricain and mounted in 0.8% low melting point (LMP) agarose. Meanwhile, unlabeled D2A1 cells (murine mammary carcinoma cells) were cultured in 6-well plates and incubated for 3h at 37°/5% CO 2 with NPs (2 mg L -1 ) of different color and their one-to-one mixtures (red: DiD NPs, green: DiI NPs, blue: DiO NPs, cyan:
DiO NPs and DiI NPs, magenta: DiD NPs and DiO NPs, yellow: DiD NPs and DiI NPs) before being trypsinized. A mixture of RGB barcoded cells at equal quantities was prepared at a concentration of 100x10 6 per ml. Embryos were injected under a stereomicroscope (LEICA M205 FA) equipped with fluorescence module. The mixture of barcoded cells was loaded in a microforged glass capillary and 18 nL of the mixture was injected in the duct of Cuvier of the embryos using a microinjector (Nanoject, Drummond). Injected embryos were then imaged at 3 h post-injection using a confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP5, 25X/ON 0.95 N.A. water immersion objective).
Labeling and imaging early zebrafish embryos: Wild-type Danio rerio (zebrafish) embryos were reared and staged as described elsewhere. [34b] Embryos were collected at the one-cell-stage and kept in embryo medium (EM) at 28.5°C until the desired stage. [34a] Intracellular injection at the 4-cell or 
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